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Abstract—In sponsored search advertising, keywords serve as an essential bridge linking
advertisers, search users, and search engines. Advertisers have to deal with a series of
keyword decisions throughout the entire lifecycle of search advertising campaigns. This
paper proposes a multilevel and closed-form computational framework for keyword
optimization (MKOF) to support various keyword decisions. Based on this framework, we
develop corresponding optimization strategies for keyword targeting, keyword
assignment, and keyword grouping at different levels (e.g., market, campaign, and
adgroup). With two real-world datasets obtained from past search advertising campaigns,
we conduct computational experiments to evaluate our keyword optimization framework
and instantiated strategies. Experimental results show that our method can approach the
optimal solution in a steady way, and it outperforms two baseline keyword strategies
commonly used in practice. The proposed MKOF framework also provides a valid
experimental environment to implement and assess various keyword strategies in
sponsored search advertising.
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the deepening integration of online marketing and search technologies.1 This development has led to a primary
format of online advertising, i.e., sponsored
search advertising. Millions of advertisers
choose sponsored search advertising to
HAVE WITNESSED
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promote their products and services, taking
advantages of precise targeting, low advertising
costs and high return on investment. Internet
advertising revenues hit a record high of $88.0
billion in 2017, where search advertising
accounts for 46% of that pie (https://www.iab.
com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/IAB-2017-FullYear-Internet-Advertising-Revenue-Report.REV_.
pdf).
In sponsored search advertising, advertisers
choose a set of keywords of interest and organize
these keywords according to advertising structures (e.g., campaign and adgroup) defined by
search engines. Once a user submits a query associated with one or more of these keywords to a
search engine, it triggers a search auction process. That is, the search engine retrieves its advertisement databases and obtains a set of matching
advertisements, which is then often ranked via
the product of advertisers’ bids prices and quality
score, and priced through an auction mechanism
(e.g., Generalized Second Price). This process generates a set of top-n advertisements that are displayed on search engine result pages together
with organic search results. Throughout this
entire procedure, keywords play a vital role in
connecting advertisers, search users, and search
engines. Therefore, how to select profitable keywords and effectively manipulate keyword portfolios is a critical issue for search advertisers.
In sponsored search advertising, current
research efforts along the line of keyword strategies mainly focus on extracting keywords from
web pages for advertisement targeting,2,3 generating related but low volume and inexpensive keywords with a small set of seed keywords,4,5 and
identifying the most profitable set of keywords.6,7
Existing efforts deal with a single keyword
decision separately, while ignoring advertising
structures in sponsored search. None has system
atically studied keyword decisions at different
levels throughout the entire advertising lifecycle,
which is the focus of this research work.
This is a challenging problem to study. First,
the total number of distinct search terms is enormous;8 however, advertisers, especially those
from small and medium enterprises, have limited
marketing resources for search advertising campaigns.9 Second, keywords have a rich set of performance indexes, containing various types of
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signals such as brand,10 geo-space,11 and demographics.12 The returns for keyword investment
vary significantly. This leads to overlaying effects
among keywords and advertising campaigns.
Third, the search advertising environment is
essentially dynamic.9 Fourth, throughout the
entire lifecycle of search advertising campaigns,
advertisers have to deal with various keyword
decisions at different levels. Moreover, keyword
management costs inhibit advertisers’ participation and reduce search engines’ profits.13 While
these challenges mount, it is crucial to develop an
integrated framework for keyword optimization in
sponsored search advertising, in order to maximize the payoff from advertising dollars.
In this research work, we formulate various keyword decisions in sponsored search advertising as
a chain of related optimization problems in a hierarchical programming framework. This work develops an integrated multilevel computational
framework for keyword optimization (MKOF) supporting various keyword decisions throughout the
lifecycle of sponsored search advertising campaigns. First, we analyze keyword decision scenarios existing in sponsored search advertising.
Second, we build a multilevel keyword optimization
framework (MKOF) with consideration of various
keywords decisions during the entire lifecycle of
search advertising campaigns. Third, we establish
a simple but illustrative instantiation of the MKOF
framework, taking into account relationships
between keywords, which will be explored in detail
in “Framework Instantiation” section. In the rest of
this paper, we use “keyword set” and “keyword
graph” interchangeably. We also conduct computational experiments to validate our framework and
identified strategies, with two real-world datasets
obtained from field reports and logs of search
advertising campaigns. Experimental results show
that our method can approach the optimal solution
in a steady way, and it outperforms two baseline
strategies in terms of total payoff.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
“Keyword Optimization for Search Advertising”
section discusses keyword related decision
scenarios and presents the MKOF. “Mathematics
of the Keyword Optimization Framework” section provides an instantiation of the MKOF
framework. “Experimental Validation” section
reports experimental results to validate the
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Figure 1. Keyword decisions in sponsored search advertising.

MKOF framework and instantiated strategies.
“Discussions” section discusses possible contributions and managerial implications from this
research. “Conclusion and Future Directions”
section concludes this paper.

Keyword Optimization for Search
Advertising
Keyword Decision Scenarios
Advertisers face various keyword decisions
throughout the entire lifecycle of advertising campaigns in sponsored search. During this process,
many factors could affect these keyword decisions. In general, there are four different levels of
keyword decision scenarios (see Figure 1):
1. Domain-specific keyword pool generation:
Within a domain or industry (e.g., apparel),
an advertiser needs to build and maintain a
pool of relevant keywords from which a set
of keywords for her search advertising campaigns to promote certain products/services
can be determined. The output for this step
is a set of keywords (we call it the domainspecific keyword pool).
2. Keyword targeting (the market-level keyword
optimization): When an advertiser wants to
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promote a product/service (or several products/services together) (e.g., boots) on a
given search engine, she needs to select a
more accurate set of keywords from the
domain-specific keyword pool in order to
better fit the certain products/services and a
particular search engine. This process takes
into account how the search engine works,
product features, as well as the target consumer population. We call this process keyword targeting or market-level keyword
optimization. The output is a set of keywords
called the target keyword set.
3. Keyword assignment and grouping (the campaign and adgroup level keyword optimization): To promote certain products/services,
an advertiser often needs to design several
advertising campaigns, and each campaign
also includes several adgroups (we call this
the basic search advertising structure).
Given that a set of keywords generated from
keyword targeting (i.e., the target keyword
set) is determined, the advertiser has to
assign a subset of keywords for each campaign, and each campaign-specific keyword
set also needs to be grouped into several
groups, one for each adgroup. The campaign
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do calculate the advertising performance and keyword related performance from real-world advertising
campaigns to provide feedbacks for
decisions at higher levels.
This paper presents the MKOF
within a hierarchical programming
structure (see Figure 2), with consideration of keyword decisions during the
entire lifecycle of search advertising
campaigns. In Figure 2, U indicates the
optimal solution of the keyword-level
decision, which we do not study in this
work. V indicates the keyword-level
feedback such as the keyword related
Figure 2. A multi-level computational framework for keyword
performance, which we calculate from
optimization (MKOF) in sponsored search advertising.
the real-world data. In the following, we
provide more explanations about other
level keyword optimization is called keyword
symbols
used
in this figure. In the MKOF frameassignment, and the adgroup level keyword
work,
keyword
decision at each level (e.g., maroptimization is called keyword grouping. The
ket,
campaign,
and adgroup levels) can be
output is called the keyword structure.
4. Keyword adjustment: In ongoing search formulated as a mathematical programming
advertising campaigns, an advertiser has to model. The result of the higher level model deterdynamically adjust the keyword structure mines the input for the lower level model, and the
according to the real-time advertising per- latter provides feedbacks to the former in the
formance (e.g., click-through-rate, cost- form of payoffs. Thus, the MKOF is a closed-loop,
multilevel computational framework.
per-click, conversion-rate, etc.).
In sponsored search advertising, keyword
decisions at different levels form a closed-loop
decision cycle. That is, results from higher-level
decisions become constraints/inputs for lower
level decisions, and operational results at lower
levels create feedbacks for decisions at higher
levels. Thus, it is necessary to develop an integrated computational framework for advertisers
to optimize various keyword decisions in sponsored search advertising.

Keyword Optimization Framework
This research focuses on understanding keyword decision scenarios throughout the entire
lifecycle of search advertising campaigns, and
building a computational framework and optimization strategies at three levels: the market level
(i.e., II), the campaign level and the adgroup
level (i.e., III). In this work, we take the domainspecific keyword pool as given (the output of
level I). Even though we do not perform detailed
keyword adjustment (level IV) in this paper, we
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1. The market level: Let K a denotes the domainspecific keyword pool for an advertiser
a; a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; r, who runs advertising campaigns across n1 search markets, then the
keyword selection at the market level (i.e.,
keyword targeting) can be given as,
’ : K a ! xa1 ; . . . ; xai ; . . . ; xan1 ; i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; n1 g
where xai denotes the keyword set selected for a
given search market i.
2. The campaign level: Keyword decision at the
campaign level aims to select keywords for
each campaign, for an advertiser, from the
keyword set selected for a given search market, which can be given as,
f : xai ! yai;1 ; . . . ; yai;j ; . . . ; yai;n2 ; j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; n2 g;
where yai;j denotes the keyword set assigned to
the jth campaign in the search market i. In the
decision of keyword assignment, a keyword can
be assigned to one or more campaigns, which is
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contingent on the relevance between keywords
and characteristics of advertising campaigns.
3. The adgroup level: Keyword decision at the
adgroup level aims to segment the keyword
set of a given campaign into several subsets
forming adgroups, which can be given as,
c : yai;j ! zai;j;1 ; . . . ; zai;j;l ; . . . ; zai;j;n3 ; l 2 f1; 2; . . . ; n3 g

where zai;j;l denotes the keyword set assigned to
the lth adgroup of the jth campaign in the search
market i. In the search advertising structure,
adgroup is the basic unit to encapsulate keywords
within a certain campaign. Each ad group contains
one or more ads and a shared set of keywords.

Mathematics of the Keyword
Optimization Framework
Formulation
In this section, we present mathematics of
the MKOF framework. In particular, following
Yang et al.,14 we formulate the MKOF framework
as a three-level programming model with consideration of keyword decisions during the entire
lifecycle of advertising campaigns in sponsored
search.
Model 1 (Market Level Model). Let hð1Þ :
Rn1 þp ! R be the payoff function at the market
level, gð1Þ : Rn1 ! Rm1 be constraints at the market
level, f ð2Þ : S1 ! Rp be the optimal payoff function
at the campaign level, S1  Rn1 , then the keyword optimization at the system level can be
modeled as,


f ð1Þ :¼ maxx hð1Þ x; f ð2Þ ðxÞ
s:t:gð1Þ ðxÞ  0;
x 2 X  Rn1 :

(1)

Model 2 (Campaign Level Model). Let
ð2Þ
hi : Rn2 þq ! R be the payoff function at the camð2Þ
paign level, gi : Rn1þ n2 ! Rm2 be constraints at
ð3Þ
the campaign level, fi : S2 ! Rq be the optimal
payoff function at the adgroup level, where
i 2 f1; . . . ; pg and x 2 S1 ¼ fx 2 X; gð1Þ ðxÞ  0g,
S2  Rn2 , then the keyword optimization at the
campaign level can be modeled as,
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ð2Þ

ð2Þ

fi ðxÞ :¼ maxyi hi




ð3 Þ
yi ; fi ðyi Þ

ð2Þ

s:t:gi ðx; yi Þ  0;
yi 2 Y  Rn2 :

(2)
ð3Þ

Model 3 (Adgroup Level Model). Let hi;j :
Rn3 þr ! R be the payoff function at the adgroup
ð3Þ
level, gi;j : Rn2þ n3 ! Rm3 be constraints at the
adgroup level, f^ : S3 ! Rr be the payoff function
among keywords, adgroups, and campaigns, where
i 2 f1; . . . ; pg, j 2 f1; . . . ; qg, y 2 S2 ¼ fy 2 Y; gð2Þ
ðx; yÞ  0g, and z 2 S3 ¼ fz 2 Z; gðx; y; zÞ  0g
where gðÞ denotes constraints related to keywords,
then the keyword optimization at the adgroup level
can be modeled as,

 
ð3Þ
ð3 Þ
fi;j ðyÞ :¼ maxzi;j hi;j zi;j ; f^ zi;j

ð3Þ 
s:t:gi y; zi;j  0;
zi;j 2 Z  Rn3 :

(3)

Framework Instantiation
In this section, we establish a simple but illustrative model of keyword optimization within the
mathematic framework proposed in “Formulation”
section.
In sponsored search advertising, an advertiser
aims to obtain a set of frequent and relevant keywords for her products/services. Relevance is a
kernel factor influencing advertising performance15
and even the prospect of the ecosystem of search
advertising.16 In particular, a higher relevance
among keywords, advertisements, and promoted
products/services leads to a larger click-through
rate and quality score (https://support.google.
com/google-ads/answer/2454010?co¼ADWORDS.
IsAWNCustomer%3Dfalse&hl¼en).17 Moreover,
wringing a high return from search advertising
campaigns, as a matter of fact, is a matter of relevance
(https://www.wordstream.com/adwordsadvertising). Such that, relevant keywords should
maximize the potential payoff the advertiser can
obtain through advertising campaigns. Therefore,
we take the relevance as the criterion for various
keyword decisions in sponsored search advertising. In keywords decisions, an advertiser aims to
find a set of profitable keywords relevant to their
products (or services). Thus, keyword decisions
concern figuring out an optimal tradeoff between
the relevance and the total profit.
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Due to the incomplete information in the keyword targeting decision, we develop an iterative
policy to approximate the optimum, i.e., a set of
keywords maximizing both the relevance and
profit across several search markets. This policy
consists of two basic operations, namely an
expansion and a trimming. Let p1 denote the
expansion operation that expands a graph based
on the keyword pool graph. For example, we first
take the reference keyword graph and expand it
by finding the more related keywords on the keyword pool graph. Let p2 be the trimming operation
that eliminates unprofitable and less-profitable
keywords from the expanded keyword graph. The
expansion and trimming are done iteratively. After
each round of iteration, we obtain a candidate
Target Keyword Set, and then evaluate its quality
(the weighted relevance and the payoff). Let Hk1
denote the reference keyword set (H0 denotes
seed keywords provided by the advertiser), Hk be
the Target Keyword Set, He be a subgraph of Hk1
obtained using the trimming policy, and g be the
revenue per unit budget, which can be obtained
from the historical (or future) performance of
ad-campaigns. Then f ð2Þ ðHk Þ represents the
weighted relevance of Hk at the market level, and
x is the final version of Hk at a given search
market. The model of keyword optimization at the
market level is given below.
f ð1Þ :¼

n1
X

ð2 Þ

fi ð x Þ

i¼1

s:t: He ¼ p1 ðHk1 Þ
Hk ¼ p2 ðHe ; g Þ
Hk1 ; He ; Hk  H
n1
X
bi  b  0

(4)

i¼1
ð2Þ

where fi is the maximum of the relevance score
in the ith search market at the campaign level,
which is given as,
ð2Þ

fi ðxÞ :¼ max

n2
X

ð3 Þ

fi;j ðyÞ

j¼1

s:t:

n2
X

(5)

bi;j  bi  0

j¼1
ð3Þ

where fi;j is the maximum of the relevance score
of the jth campaign in the ith search market at
the adgroup level, which is given as,
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ð3Þ
fi;j ðyÞ :¼ maxf^ zi;j þ f^ zi;j;l
n3
  X


f^ zi;j ¼
f^ zi;j ; zi;j;l =n3

(6)

l
i;j;l X
i;j;l

 X
f^ zi;j;l ¼
f^ðka ; kb Þ=Cj2z

z

ka

z

kb

i;j;l

j

^ i;j;l Þ denote the relevance
^ i;j Þ and fðz
where fðz
score between a given campaign and adgroups
within it and that between keywords in a given
adgroup, respectively. The former ensures that
keywords assigned to a campaign fit its advertising
theme, and the latter, postulates that keywords in
a group have a good structure in terms of the relevance. For example, on one hand, a set of closely
related keywords that are relevant to a campaign
^ i;j Þ, however, it may
will get a higher value of fðz
not be moderately divided into several groups; on
the other hand, in the case with a set of keywords
with manifest patterns of clusters, it thus results
^ i;j;l Þ, but not necessarily
in a high value of fðz
performs well if one or more clusters of keywords
are not closely related to the campaign.

Solutions
In the following, we provide solution algorithms for the MKOF framework and instantiated
optimization models proposed in “Framework
Instantiation” section. Note that this research
work focuses on the potential benefits of keyword optimization framework with consideration of the basic advertising structure and a
chain of various keyword related decisions during the entire lifecycle of advertising campaigns,
rather than strategy optimization for an individual keyword decision.
Suppose that the Target Keyword Set is determined. For campaign j, a subset of keywords is
selected from the target keyword set and forms a
campaign-level keyword set yi;j (called Keyword
Assignment). Generally, a keyword in the target
keyword set can be assigned to more than one
campaign-level keyword set. This corresponds to
a multiple choice knapsack problem,18 which
aims to maximize the total relevance for each
campaign, under a certain budget constraint.19 In
particular, keywords are items to be selected, and
each campaign can be considered as a knapsack.
A campaign-level keyword set yi;j is then grouped
into several keyword sets, each ðzi;j;l Þ
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corresponding to an adgroup in campaign j
(called keyword grouping). Generally, a keyword
in yi;j can only belongs to one adgroup zi;j;l . Organizing closely related keywords with adgroups
allows advertisers to reach the right consumers
with her ad campaigns.1 For an advertiser, wellorganized keyword groups improve ad group performance and her account’s relevance, resulting
in lower PPC charges (https://www.wordstream.
com/adwords-keyword-grouping). The objective
of keyword grouping is to maximize the relevance
among keywords within an adgroup, thus can be
formulated as a clustering problem. In keyword
clustering, each keyword is represented as a vector of its neighbors. We implement a k-means clustering algorithm to segment keywords within a
campaign. Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure
for solving the entire framework.

Algorithm 1: (the solution for the entire
MKOF framework)
Input: the domain-specific keyword pool graph,
the seed keyword set, the number of campaigns,
the budget constraint for each campaign, other
necessary parameters derived from data (e.g.,
impressions, clicks, CPC, CTR, and revenue per
click).
Output: the optimal keyword selection at different levels (i.e., market, campaign, and adgroup).
1)
Expand and trim the reference keyword set
Hk1 (its initial set H0 denotes seed keywords),
and obtain the target keyword set Hk .
2)
Solve the multiple-choice knapsack problem
at the campaign level.
3)
Solve the clustering problem at the adgroup
level, and calculate the relevance score for
each adgroup.
4)
Calculate the relevance score at campaign
level.
5)
Calculate the relevance score at the market
level.
6)
Calculate the weighted relevance of Hk , and
the incremental payoff. If d > " (i.e., the incremental payoff is not small enough), let
Hk1 ¼ Hk , and go to step 1. Otherwise (if the
terminating condition d  " is satisfied), output
the final target keyword set at the market level
(i.e., xi ¼ Hk ), the assigned keyword set at the
campaign level (i.e., yi;j ), and keyword grouping
results (i.e., zi;j;l ).

Note that all calculations on keyword sets
leverage relationships between keywords. In our
model, Hk1 and Hk are represented as keyword
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graphs, in which nodes represent individual keywords, and edges represent relationships,
between keywords. Relationships between keywords can be either semantic (e.g., is-a) or statistical (e.g., co-occurring). Relevance is calculated
based on typical graph methods. In this research
work, we take the statistical co-occurring graph of
keywords where an edge between two keywords
represents whether they occur together in search
users’ queries (i.e., 1 if yes, 0 otherwise). The relevance between two keywords is computed as the
inverse of the geodesic distance between them,
^ a ; kb Þ ¼ 1=dðka ; kb Þ.
i.e., fðk
In a nutshell, our model operates in an iterative way, i.e., Keyword Targeting ðp1 ! p2 Þ !
Keyword Assignment ! Keyword Grouping !
ð3Þ
ð2Þ
Evaluation ðfi;j ðyÞ ! fi ðxÞ ! f ð1Þ Þ !    When
the incremental payoff is small enough, the
entire procedure of keywords optimization terminates, and then we obtain the final target
keyword set and the keyword structure.
Although the solution for the entire MKOF
framework is a simple greedy algorithm, it could
steadily approach the optimum (or the semioptimum). Since He ¼ p1 ðHk1 Þ, the number of
keywords in He is larger than that in Hk1 . Such
that, profitðHe Þ  profitðHk1 Þ. Moreover, in the
operation of Hk ¼ p2 ðHe ; gÞ, the keywords with
zero or negative profits are removed, so
profitðHk Þ  profitðHe Þ. After each iteration, we
have profitðHk Þ  profitðHk1 Þ, i.e., the profit is
nondecremental. In other words, for any subset
of Hx , we have profitðH  Þ  profitðHx Þ. Therefore, the iterative algorithm for the MKOF framework could generate a relative steady set of
keywords ðH  Þ after a limited number of iterations. This property ensures that Algorithm 1
could converge to an optimal solution after a limited number of iterations.

Experimental Validation
Data Preparation and Experimental Setup
In this section, we conduct computational
experiments to validate our framework and
instantiated strategies for keyword decisions
in sponsored search advertising, with two
real-world datasets from field reports and logs
capturing search advertising activities. The
evaluation focuses on two-fold purposes. The
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Comparisons
We compare our keyword optimizaStrategy
Payoff
tion framework (MKOF) and instantiated
strategies with two baseline strategies
Case-1
Case-2
to validate the effectiveness of our
MKOF
11 938 036
61 585
method. For comparison purposes, we
BASE2-Ratio
10 387 413
57 992
implemented two baseline strategies.
BASE1-Origin
11 108 298
57 605
The first baseline strategy is the one
used by the firm in past advertising campaigns, called BASE1-Origin. It allocates
first aims to evaluate the performance of our
the
target
keyword set determined by our method
framework and instantiated keyword strategies, by comparing with two baseline strate- into a given search advertising structure. The secgies. Second, we report more details of these ond baseline strategy is a heuristic approach
keyword decisions to validate some properties based on the ratio of CTR and CPC, called BASE2Ratio. It selects top-n keywords according to the
of our framework.
The two datasets include 121 and 129 key- CTR-CPC ratio. It first selects top-n keywords from
words, respectively. We take each of these two the domain-specific keyword pool to form the
keyword sets as the domain-specific keyword target keyword set, and then the target keyword
pool in the following experiments. For each key- set is assigned to campaigns by using our method
word, the dataset records the number of impres- (e.g., the multiple-choice knapsack and k-means
sions, the number of clicks, cost-per-click, click- clustering algorithm). BASE2-Ratio is based on a
through rate. The revenue per click can be specific heuristic (i.e., the CTR-CPC ratio) for
obtained from statistics derived from past search advertisers to maximize advertising efficiency
advertising campaigns. The co-occurring statis- because CTR is one of the major factors influencing
tics between keywords were obtained from Goo- the quality score in sponsored search advertising
gle adwords’s keyword planner or third-party (https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/
tools (e.g., WordTracker). Then we can generate 2454010?co=ADWORDS.IsAWNCustomer%3Dfala binary undirected graph of keywords to repre- se&hl=en). A higher quality score could results in
more clicks with lower costs.9 On one hand, the
sent a given domain-specific keyword pool.
The following experiments are set up as fol- comparison with BASE1-Origin is to evaluate the
lows. Given that a domain-specific keyword pool, performance of our keyword assignment and
the reference keyword set provided by the adver- grouping strategies, because both BASE1-Origin
tiser, the number of campaigns, the budget con- and our method use the same target keyword
straint for each campaign, and the number of set. On the other hand, the comparison with
adgroups are determined, our keyword frame- BASE2-Ratio is to evaluate our keyword targetwork obtains the target keyword set (at the mar- ing strategy, because BASE2-Ratio and our
ket level) and the keyword structure (at the method use different target keyword sets while
campaign and adgroup levels). In the experiment keeping the rest procedure the same. The initial
on the first dataset (Case-1), we take the setting reference sets for Case-1 and Case-2 include
where an advertising account on a search engine three and two keywords covering companies’
including three campaigns, and each campaign names and primary products, respectively.
consists of two adgroups in order to make com- Table 1 presents the resulting performance of
parisons with results from practical operations our MKOF and two baseline strategies.
From Table 1, we can see the following
(Note that determining the number of campaigns
and the number of adgroups is beyond scope of observations.
this research, which might be covered in the
1. In Case-1, the payoff of our MKOF method is
future work). Likewise, in the experiment on the
7.5% (14.9%) higher than that of the BASE1second dataset (Case-2), we consider another setOrigin (the BASE2-Ratio). In Case-2, the payting including two campaigns, and each campaign
off of our MKOF method is 6.9% (6.2%) higher
consists of two adgroups.
Table 1. Performance of the MKOF and two baseline strategies.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the total payoff. a) Case-1 and b) Case-2.

than that of the BASE1-Origin (the BASE2Ratio). Thus, we can conclude that our
MKOF method outperforms the two baselines strategies in terms of payoff.
2. The superiority of our method over the
BASE2-Ratio indicates that the keyword targeting strategy (at the market level) in our
MKOF framework can effectively find a superior target keyword set, with a small reference keyword set as seeds.
3. The keyword assignment (at the campaign
level) and keyword grouping (at the adgroup
level) process is capable of finding a better
way (based on the comparison with BASE1Origin) to assign and group the target keyword set into campaigns and adgroups.

Procedure and Properties
The second set of experiment provides more
details on the procedure and properties of our
MKOF method. (I) Keyword Targeting (at the
market level): In Case-1, using Algorithm 1 to
expand and trim the initial set of keywords, we
obtain a target keyword set with 80 keywords
after 11 iterations. In Case-2, we obtain a target
set of 109 keywords after 6 iterations. (II) Keyword Assignment (at the campaign level): In
Case-1, we allocate the target keyword set to
three advertising campaigns: 25 for campaign-1,
36 for campaign-2, and 52 for campaign-2. In
Case-2, we allocate the target keyword set to two
advertising campaigns: 59 for campaign-1 and 71
for campaign-2. (III) Keyword Grouping (at the
adgroup level): In Case-1, we obtain the optimal
keyword grouping result: campaign-1 includes
two keyword groups (i.e., 7 and 18 keywords,
respectively), campaign-2 has two keyword
groups with 27 and 9 keywords, respectively,
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and campaign-3 has two keyword groups with 41
and 11 keywords, respectively. In Case-2, we
obtain the optimal keyword grouping result:
campaign-1 includes two keyword groups (i.e.,
41 and 18 keywords, respectively), and campaign-2 has two keyword groups with 49 and 22
keywords, respectively.
Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the total
payoff during the iterative procedure of our
MKOF framework in the two experiments,
respectively. From Figure 3, we can observe the
following phenomena.
1. In both cases, the total payoff generated by our
MKOF method increases steadily as the iteration progresses, and eventually approaches a
semi-optimal level within a finite number of
iterations. This phenomenon confirms the
fact that our MKOF method could converge
quickly, resulting in a set of keywords with an
optimal tradeoff between the total relevance
and the total profit on the semi-optimal level.
2. During the iterative procedure, the incremental payoff shows a decreasing trend, in both
cases. The possible explanation is that, as the
target set expands over the keyword graph, an
additional unit of advertising budget can result
in a less return. This can be justified by the law
of diminishing marginal utility in economics.

Discussions
In summary, experimental results demonstrate that our proposed computational framework is a feasible solution to keyword decisions
in sponsored search advertising. It outperforms
two baseline strategies in terms of the total payoff. Moreover, our proposed computation framework provides a valid experimental environment
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and a closed-loop decision chain capable of
implementing various keyword strategies during
the entire lifecycle of advertising campaigns in
sponsored search.
In addition to the methodology contribution,
this research work provides important managerial
insights for advertisers in sponsored search
advertising. First, in a novel advertising media
such as sponsored search advertising, it is necessary for advertisers to find the right target keyword set covering the target market, rather than
only focusing on each individual keyword’s performance indexes. Second, search engines define
various advertising structures and rules to facilitate online processes. The advertising performance might be severely weakened if advertisers
ignore advertising structures while making keyword decisions. Third, it demands a systematic
view to understand and make various keyword
decisions throughout the entire lifecycle of advertising campaigns in sponsored search.
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